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Let g s gl [ ??? [ gl be a Levi subalgebra of gl , with m s Ýr m , and Vm m m is1 i1 r
Ž .the natural representation of the quantum group U g . We construct a represen-q
tation of the Ariki]Koike algebra H on the n-fold tensor space of V, commutingn, r
Ž .with the action of U g , and prove the Schur]Weyl reciprocity for the actions ofq
Ž .U g and H on it. Q 1999 Academic Pressq n, r
1. INTRODUCTION
mŽ .The natural representation of U gl on V s C induces the action ofm
mnV , which commutes with the permutation action of the symmetric group
Ž .S . The classical Schur]Weyl reciprocity asserts that the images of U gln m
mnand of S in End V are mutually fully centralizers of each other. Letn
g s gl [ ??? [ gl be a Levi subalgebra of gl , with m s Ýr m , andm m m is1 i1 r
Ž .nW the complex reflection group S h ZrrZ . The action of S onn, r n n
mnV can be extended to an action of W , commuting with the action ofn, r
Ž . Ž .U g obtained as the restriction of U gl . The Schur]Weyl reciprocitym
mnŽ .also holds between the action of U g and W on V .n, r
The q-analogue of the Schur]Weyl reciprocity, i.e., the reciprocity
Ž .between the quantum group U gl and the Hecke algebra H of typeq m n
w xA , was obtained by Jimbo J . In this paper, we establish the q-analogueny1
Ž .of the latter case; i.e., we consider the quantum group U g and theq
Ariki]Koike algebra H which is the Hecke algebra of W . Moren, r n, r
Ž .precisely, we consider the natural representation of U gl of an m-di-q m
Ž .mensional vector space V. It induces an action of the subalgebra U g ofq
Ž . mn mnU gl on V . We construct a representation of H on V commutingq m n, r
Ž .with the action of U g , and prove the Schur]Weyl reciprocity betweenq
U This paper is a contribution to the Joint Research Project ``Representation Theory of
Finite and Algebraic Groups'' 1997]1999 under the Japanese]German Cooperative Science
Promotion Program supported by JSPS and DFG.
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Ž . mn w xthe actions of U g and H on V . In ATY , Ariki, Terasoma, andq n, r
Yamada treated a similar problem in the special case where m s ??? s1
m s 1. Our approach was inspired by their arguments.r
For the proof of the Schur]Weyl reciprocity, we need to use the
classification of irreducible representations of H together with somen, r
w xproperties of representations obtained by Ariki and Koike AK . However,
for the construction of the representation of H on V mn, we only needn, r
the generators and relations for H . This representation provides us ann, r
w xalternative approach to some results given in AK . In fact, it is verified
that in the case where m G n for any i G 1, the representation of W oni n, r
mnV is faithful. By using a specialization argument, one can show in this
case that the representation of H on V mn is also faithful. It follows fromn, r
< <this by a simple argument that we have dim H s W and H isn, r n, r n, r
w xsemisimple. Note that in AK , these results are obtained by constructing
all the irreducible representations of H and by counting their dimen-n, r
sions.
w xUsing the result of our paper, Ariki A defined certain type of cyclo-
tomic q-Schur algebras as quotients of quantum groups, and studied the
relationship with the cyclotomic q-Schur algebras defined by Dipper,
w xJames, and Mathas DJM .
2. A REVIEW OF KNOWN RESULTS
Ž .2.1. Let U gl be the quantized universal enveloping algebra of glq m m
Ž .over K s Q q, u , . . . , u , a field of rational functions in variables1 r
q, u , . . . , u , which is an associative algebra defined by generators e , f ,1 r i i
Ž . " « i Ž .1 F i - m , q 1 F i F m and by the relations
q« i q« j s q« j q« i , q« i qy« i s qy« i q« i s 1,
y1¡q e if j s i y 1,j
« y« ~i i qe if j s i ,q e q s jj ¢e otherwise,j
qf if j s i y 1,¡ j
y1« y« ~i i q f if j s i ,q f q s jj 2.1.1Ž .¢f otherwise,j
y1K y Ki i
e f y f e s d ,i j j i i j y1q y q
2 y1 2e e y q q q e e e q e e s 0,Ž .i"1 i i i"1 i i i"1
2 y1 2f f y q q q f f f q f f s 0,Ž .i"1 i i i"1 i i i"1
< <e e s e e , f f s f f if i y j G 2,i j j i i j j i
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where in the above formula, K stand for q« iy« iq1 for i s 1, . . . , m y 1. Iti
Ž .is known that U gl has a Hopf algebra structure with comultiplicationq m
Ž . Ž . Ž .D: U gl “ U gl m U gl defined byq m q m q m
D q" « i s q" « i m q" « i ,Ž .
D e s e m 1 q K m e ,Ž .i i i i
D f s f m Ky1 q 1 m f .Ž .i i i i
Let V be an m-dimensional vector space over K with a basis E s
 4 Ž .¤ , . . . , ¤ . The natural representation r of U gl on V is defined by1 m q m
¤ if j s i q 1,jy1
r e ¤ sŽ .i j ½ 0 if j / i q 1,
¤ if j s i ,jq1
r f ¤ sŽ .i j ½ 0 if j / i ,
q"1¤ if j s i ,j" « ir q ¤ sŽ . j ½ 0 if j / i .
For a positive integer n, we consider the tensor product space V mn, on
Ž .mnwhich U gl acts naturally. We define inductively an algebra homo-q m
Žk . Ž . Ž .mk Žk . Ž Žky1. .morphism D : U gl “ U gl by D s D m id (D for eachq m q m
Ž2. Žn. Ž . mnk G 3, where D s D. Combined with D , U gl acts naturally on V .q m
We denote this action also by r. It is expressed as follows:
ny1
mp mŽny1yp.r e s K m e m 1 ,Ž . Ýi i i
ps0
ny1
Ž .m ny1ypmp y1r f s 1 m f m K , 2.1.2Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýi i i
ps0
r q" « i s q" « i m ??? m q" « i .Ž .
2.2. We fix positive integers m , m , . . . , m such that Ý m s m. Let1 2 r i i
 Ž i. 4V be an m -dimensional vector space with a basis E s ¤ N j s 1, . . . , mi i i j i
for i s 1, . . . , r. We define a total order on the set @ E by the lexico-i
Ž .graphic order on the set of pairs i, j such that 1 F i F r, 1 F j F m , andi
identify the set @ E with E by this total order. Hence we have V si
[r V . We now consider the Lie algebra g s gl [ ??? [ gl . The Liei m mis1 1 r
algebra gl acts naturally on V , and by the above identification, g ism ii
Ž . Ž .regarded as a subalgebra of gl . Hence U g is a subalgebra of U gl ,m q q m
mn Ž .and acts on V by the restriction of the action of U gl .q m
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< <For a Young diagram l, we denote by l the number of boxes in l, and
Ž . Ž .by l l the number of rows of l. Irreducible representations of U glq m
mn Ž .occurring in V are parametrized by Young diagrams l with l l F m.
Ž .Let V be an irreducible U gl -module with highest weight vector ¤l q m l
Ž . « icorresponding to l s l G l G ??? G l G 0 . Then we have q ¤ s1 2 m l
li Ž . Ž . Ž .q ¤ for i s 1, . . . , m. Since U g s U gl m ??? m U gl , irreduciblel q q m q m1 r
Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž r ..representations of U g are parametrized by r-tuples l s l , . . . , lq
Ž i. Ž Ž i..of Young diagrams l with l l F m . The corresponding irreduciblei
Ž . Ž1. Ž r .U g -module V is given as V s V m ??? m V . For an r-tuple l , weq l l l l
< < r < Ž i. <denote by l s Ý l the size of l . Let L be the set ofis1 m , . . . , m1 r
Ž Ž i..r-tuples l of Young diagrams of size n such that l l F m . Then it isi
Ž . mnknown that irreducible representations of U g occurring in V areq
parametrized by L .m , . . . , m1 r
Ž Ž i..We define a function b: E “ N by b ¤ s i. Note that our definitionj
Ž . Ž .of the total order on E implies that if b x - b x for x , x g E , then1 2 1 2
we have x - x .1 2
2.3. We recall here the definition and fundamental properties of the
Ariki]Koike algebra H . Let W be the complex reflection groupn, r n, r
Ž .n w xS h ZrrZ . Ariki and Koike introduced in AK a Hecke algebra Hn n, r
associated to W , which is a q-analogue of the group algebra of W andn, r n, r
is defined by generators and relations as follows: H is the K-algebra withn, r
generators a , . . . , a and relations1 n
a y u a y u ??? a y u s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 2 1 r
a y q a q qy1 s 0 2 F i F n ,Ž . Ž .Ž .i i
a a a a s a a a a , 2.3.1Ž .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
a a a s a a a 2 F i - n ,Ž .i iq1 i iq1 i iq1
< <a a s a a i y j G 2 .Ž .i j j i
w xIt is known by AK that H is a semisimple algebra with dim H sn, r K n, r
< < nW s n!r .n, r
We define a subalgebra T of H as follows: Let us define t , t , . . . , tn, r n, r 1 2 n
recursively by t s a , t s a t a for j G 2, and let T be the subalge-1 1 j j jy1 j n, r
w xbra of H generated by t , . . . , t . It is shown in AK that T is an, r 1 n n, r
commutative semisimple algebra. Irreducible representations of H andn, r
w xT are determined in AK . In order to describe their results, we preparen, r
Ž Ž1. Ž r ..some notations. Let l s l , . . . , l be an r-tuple of Young diagrams
Ž Ž1. Ž r ..with size n. An r-tuple S s S , . . . , S of tableaus is called a standard
Ž .tableau of shape l if each j 1 F j F n occurs exactly once as an entry in
one tableau of S, and each S Ž i. is a standard tableau of shape lŽ i.. If the
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number i appears in the intersection of the jth row and the k th column of
Ž p. Ž . Ž .S , we write t S; i s p and c S; i s k y j. For each standard tableau S
of size n, one can construct a linear character w of T byS n, r
w t s u q2 cŽS ; i. 1 F i F n . 2.3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .S i t ŽS ; i.
Žw x.PROPOSITION 2.4 AK . Let H and T be as abo¤e. Thenn, r n, r
Ž .  4i The complete set of irreducible representations of T is gi¤en by w ,n, r S
where S runs o¤er all the r-tuple standard tableaus of size n.
Ž .ii Irreducible representations of H are parametrized by r-tuple Youngn, r
diagrams l of size n.
We denote by Z the irreducible H -module corresponding to l . Thel n, r
decomposition of Z into T -modules is described as follows.l n, r
Žw x.PROPOSITION 2.5 AK, Proposition 3.16 . Let Z be an irreduciblel
H -module. Then Z s [ w , where S runs o¤er all the standard tableausn, r l SS
of shape l .
As a corollary to the above propositions, we have
Ž .COROLLARY 2.6. i Let Z be an irreducible H -module. Then for eachl n, r
standard tableau S of shape l , there exists a common eigen¤ector ¤ in ZS l
Ž .for t , . . . , t with eigen¤alues gi¤en in the right hand side of 2.3.2 .1 n
Ž .ii Con¤ersely let Z be an H -module. Assume that Z contains a commonn, r
Ž .eigen¤ector ¤ for t , . . . , t with eigen¤alues gi¤en as in 2.3.2 for some S ofS 1 n
shape l . Then the H -submodule of Z generated by ¤ is a sum of copiesn, r S
of Z .l
2.7. Here we recall the classical Schur]Weyl reciprocity for W andn, r
Ž . Ž .U g . So, let U g be the universal enveloping algebra of g. As in the case
Ž . Ž .of U g , we have the natural representation of U g on an m-dimensionalq
 4 Ž .vector space V over C, with basis E s ¤ , . . . , ¤ . Hence U g acts1 m
mnnaturally on V . We denote this action by r. On the other hand, Wn, r
mnacts on V as follows: W is generated by s , s , . . . , s , where s , . . . , sn, r 1 2 n 2 n
Ž . Ž .are generators of S corresponding to transpositions, 1, 2 , . . . , n y 1, n ,n
and s satisfies the relation s r s 1, s s s s s s s s s , s s s s s for1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 i i 1
mni G 3. The group S acts on V by permuting the components of then
mntensor product, while s acts on V by1
s x m ??? m x s z bŽ x1.x m ??? m x ,Ž .1 1 n 1 n
for x g E , where z is a fixed primitive r th root of unity. We denote thisi
mn Ž .action by s . The action of W on V commutes with that of U g .n, r
Ž .Irreducible representations of U g and W are parametrized by r-tuplen, r
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Ž .Young diagrams l as before. We denote by V resp. Z the irreduciblel l
Ž . Ž .U g -module resp. the irreducible W -module corresponding to l . Letn, r
CW by the group algebra of W over C. It is well known that then, r n, r
mnŽ .following Schur]Weyl reciprocity holds for the CW m U g -module V .n, r
Ž Ž .. Ž .PROPOSITION 2.8. r U g and s CW are mutually the full centralizern, r
algebras of each other; i.e., we ha¤e
mn mnr U g s End V , s CW s End V .Ž . Ž .Ž . W n , r UŽg .n , r
mnŽ .More precisely, we ha¤e the decomposition of the CW m U g -module Vn, r
as
mnV s Z m V .[ l l
lgL m , . . . , m1 r
Since we could not find a reference for this result, and since this
proposition plays an essential role in our later discussion, we give here a
brief outline of the proof. For the first statement, we may consider the
mnŽ . Ž . Ž .action of GL C = ??? = GL C on V instead of U g . Then Weyl'sm m1 rw xoriginal proof W can be applied in our case with minor modifications,
which gives the first assertion. For the second assertion, we note the
mnŽ . Žfollowing. First consider the CS m U gl module V . Let l s l Gn m 1
.??? G l be a partition of n, and T the standard tableau of shape lk
obtained by inserting the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n in order along consecutive
X mnrows. Let w s ¤ m ??? m ¤ be a vector of V such that the first li i 11 n
components are equal to ¤ , and the next l components are equal to ¤ ,1 2 2
Žand so on. Let c g CS be the Young symmetrizer with respect to T forl n
w x. Xthe definition, see, e.g., F, Section 7 , and set w s c w . Then w is al
mnhighest weight vector with highest weight l in V , and w generates the
Specht module S of S . Now we consider the general case. For a givenl n
Ž1. Ž r . mn Ž i.iŽ . < <l s l , . . . , l of size n, we choose w g V with n s l , ai i i
Ž . Ž i.highest weight vector for U gl with highest weight l as above. Setm imnw s w m ??? m w g V . Then w is a highest weight vector with high-l r 1 l
mnest weight l in V , and the W -module generated by w coincides withn, r l
Z . The second assertion follows from this.l
3. AN ACTION OF H ON V mnn, r
3.1. In this section we shall construct a representation of H on V mnn, r
Ž .commuting with the action of U g . First we recall a result of Jimbo, whoq
constructed a representation of the Hecke algebra of type A on V mn.ny1
w xLet H be the subalgebra of H generated by a , . . . , a . Then by AK , Hn n, r 2 n n
is isomorphic to the Hecke algebra associated to the symmetric group S .n
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w x mnIt is known by Jimbo J that H acts on V byn
mŽky2. Ï mŽnyk .s a s id m R m id ,Ž .k V V
Ï Ž .where R g End V m V is defined byK
q¤ m ¤ if i s j,¡ j i
~¤ m ¤ if i ) j,ÏR ¤ m ¤ s 3.1.1j i Ž .Ž .i j
y1¢¤ m ¤ q q y q ¤ m ¤ if i - j.Ž .j i i j
Ž . mnThis action of H commutes with the action of U gl on V . We setn q m
Ž .T s s a for i s 2, . . . , n.i i
Let s be the action of S on V mn corresponding to the transpositioni n
Ž .i y 1, i as in 2.4. We define, for i s 2, . . . , n, an endomorphism S gi
Ž mn.End V as follows; Let x s x m x m ??? m x be a basis element inK 1 2 n
V mn with x g E. Then we definei
T x if b x s b x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i iy1 iS x s 3.1.2Ž . Ž .i ½ s x if b x / b x .Ž . Ž . Ž .i iy1 i
Ž .Note that the two conditions on x in 3.1.2 remain unchanged by the
y1Ž . y1Ž . Ž Ž ..action of S . Hence S is invertible; S x is given by T x resp s xi i i i i
Ž . Ž .if x satisfies the former resp. the latter condition in 3.1.2 . We define an
Ž mn. Ž .endomorphism ˆ g End V by ˆ x s u x for a basis elementK bŽ x .1
x s x m ??? m x .1 n
We have the following theorem.
Ž . Ž mn.THEOREM 3.2. Let s a g End V be the elements gi¤en byi K
s a s Ty1 ??? Ty1S ??? S ˆ ,Ž .1 2 n n 2
s a s T for i s 2, . . . , n.Ž .i i
Then the action of a gi¤es rise to a representation s of H on V mni n, r
Ž .commuting with the action of U g .q
w xRemark 3.3. In ATY , Ariki, Terasoma, and Yamada constructed a
representation of H on V mn satisfying a similar property, in the specialn, r
case where m s ??? s m s 1, i.e., in the case where g is a Cartan1 r
Ž .subalgebra h of gl . In this case our definition of s a coincides withm 1
Ž .theirs. In fact, in this case, the first case in 3.1.2 occurs only when
Ž . Ž .x s x , and so S x s qx by 3.1.1 . Henceiy1 i i
S ??? S ˆ x s u q a x m ??? m x m x ,Ž .n 2 bŽ x . 2 n 11
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where a is the number of x such that x s x for 2 F i F n. This agreesi i 1
Ž . w xwith uˆ x in ATY, Prop. 2.1 .
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of the theorem.
Before proving the existence of the representation, we shall show that the
thus obtained representation of H actually commutes with r.n, r
Ž . mnLEMMA 3.4. The actions of H and U g on V commute with eachn, r q
other.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since U g commutes with T for i s 2, . . . , n cf. 3.1 , it isq i
Ž . Ž .enough to show that U g commutes with s a . Clearly ˆ commutesq 1
Ž .with U g . So the lemma is reduced to showing the commutativity of Sq i
with e , f , q" « j g g. Since S preserves the weights of the vectors in V mn,j j i
S commutes with q" « j. We show that S commutes with e . Let x si i j
Ž .x m ??? m x be a basis element. First we note that r e preserves the1 n j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .condition in 3.1.2 . If b x s b x we have S r e x s r e S xiy1 i i j j i
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .since S s T on x and on r e x . Now assume that b x / b x . Wei i j iy1 i
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . mp mŽny1yp.show that s r e x s r e s x . Set X s K m e m 1 fori j j i p j j
p s 0, . . . , n y 1. Then s commutes with X unless p s i y 2, i y 1.i p
Ž .Hence in view of 2.1.2 , we have only to verify the following equation:
s X q X x s X q X s x . 3.4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i iy2 iy1 iy2 iy1 i
Since s affects only the i y 1 and ith components of the tensor product,i
Ž . Ž .and since the remaining parts are the same for X x and X x , weiy2 iy1
may only consider the parts corresponding to i y 1 and ith components.
The corresponding part of the left hand side is equal to
e x m K x q x m e x .j i j iy1 i j iy1
The corresponding part of the right hand side is equal to
K x m e x q e x m x .j i j iy1 j i iy1
We must show that these two expressions are equal. Now assume that
Ž . Ž .e g gl for some k. If b x / k, b x / k, we have e x s e x s 0j m i iy1 j iy1 j ik
Ž . Ž .and so both expressions are equal to 0. If b x s k, then b x / k, andi iy1
so e x s 0, K x s x . Again we can check that expressions arej iy1 j iy1 iy1
Ž .equal. The case where b x s k is done similarly. Hence we haveiy1
Ž .verified the formula 3.4.1 and the commutativity for e follows. The casej
for f is dealt with similarly.j
Ž .3.5. We put T s s a . In order to prove the theorem, we have to1 1
Ž .show that T , . . . , T satisfy the same relations as in 2.3.1 . By a result of1 n
w x Ž .Jimbo J see 3.1 , we know already that T , . . . , T satisfy the relations in2 n
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Ž .2.3.1 . So, we have only to show the following three relations:
T y u T y u ??? T y u s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 2 1 r
T T T T s T T T T , 3.5.1Ž .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
T T s T T for j s 3, . . . , n.1 j j 1
We shall verify these relations by subsequent lemmas. Note that the
w xoutline of the proof is quite similar to that of ATY , although our
situation is more complicated than theirs. First we show the following
lemma.
LEMMA 3.6. Let Y be the subspace of V mn generated by basis elementsj, p
Ž .x s x m ??? m x such that b x G j for j G 1. Then1 n p
Ž . y1 y1 Ž .i If x g Y , then T ??? T S ??? S x g x q Y .j, p pq1 n n pq1 jq1, p
Ž . Ž .ii T y u Y ; Y .1 j j, 1 jq1, 1
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .iii T y u T y u ??? T y u s 0.1 1 1 2 1 r
Ž .In particular, the first relation in 3.5.1 holds.
Proof. We shall prove the first assertion by backward induction on p.
The assertion is clear for p s n. Assume that it holds for p, and take
Ž .x g Y . It is easily checked that T Y s Y for any j G 1. Thenj, py1 p j, py1 j, p
Ž . Ž . Ž .we have S x g Y . In fact, if S x s T x , the above relation isp j, p p p
Ž . Ž .applied. If S x s s x , this is also clear. Hence by applying the induc-p p
Ž .tion hypothesis to S x , we havep
Ty1Ty1 ??? Ty1S ??? S S x g Ty1 S x q Y ,Ž . Ž .Ž .p pq1 n n pq1 p p p jq1, p
s Ty1 S x q Y . 3.6.1Ž . Ž .Ž .p p jq1, py1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Assume now that b x / b x . Then S x s s x andp py1 p p
x y q y qy1 s x if b x ) b x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . p p py1y1T s x sŽ .Ž .p p ½ x if b x - b x .Ž . Ž .p py1
Ž .Note in the first case of the above formula, we have s x g Y andp jq1, py1
y1Ž Ž ..so T s x is contained in x q Y . It follows that the right handp p jq1, py1
Ž .side of 3.6.1 is contained in x q Y .jq1, py1
Ž . Ž . y1 Ž .Next assume that b x s b x . Then we have T S x s x, andp py1 p p
Ž . Ž .again the right hand side of 3.6.1 is contained in x q Y . Hence ijq1, py1
follows.
Ž .We show the second assertion of the lemma. By applying i to the case
p s 1, we have for any x g Y ,j, 1
T x s Ty1 ??? Ty1S ??? S ˆ x g u x q Y .Ž . Ž .1 2 n n 2 bŽ x . jq1, 11
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It follows that
T y u x g u y u x q Y .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 j bŽ x . j jq1, 11
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now since x g Y , we have b x G j. Then u y u x s 0 if b x s j,j, 1 1 bŽ x . j 11
Ž .and x g Y if b x ) j. Hence the right hand side of the abovejq1, 1 1
formula is contained in Y . This proves the second assertion.jq1, 1
Ž . mnThe third assertion is immediate from ii if we notice that Y s V1, 1
 4and Y s 0 .rq1, 1
Ž .Before verifying the second relation in 3.5.1 , we prove some properties
of S .i
LEMMA 3.7. The following formulae hold for j G 3.
Ž .i S S T s T S S .j jy1 j jy1 j jy1
Ž . y1 y1ii S S S S T s T S S S S .j jy1 j jy1 jy1 j j jy1 j jy1
Ž .iii S S S S T s T S S S S .j jy1 j jy1 jy1 j j jy1 j jy1
Proof. It is enough to show the lemma in the case where n s 3 and
j s 3. The formula is verified by evaluating both sides at basis elements
ÏŽ .x s x m x m x according to the patterns of b x . We define R g1 2 3 i i j
mn ÏŽ . Ž .End V as an endomorphism which acts as R in 3.1.1 on the i andK
jth component of x and leaves other factors invariant. Then for t g S ,n
Ï y1 Ïwe have t R t s R , where the left hand side stands for the actioni j t Ž i.t Ž j.
of t on V mn as in 2.7.
Ž . Ž .First we consider the formula i . In the case where b x are all thei
same, the formula follows from the relation T T T s T T T , while in the3 2 3 2 3 2
Ž .case where all the b x are distinct, we havei
ÏS S T x s s s R xŽ . Ž .3 2 3 3 2 23
Ïs R s s xŽ .12 3 2
s T S S x .Ž .2 3 2
Ž . Ž .A similar computation works also for the case where b x s b x , and2 3
Ž . Ž .b x / b x .1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Next consider the case where b x s b x , and b x / b x . We use1 2 3 1
w x y1the following notation. Set q s q y q , and define
w xq if x - x ,i jw xq si j ½ 0 otherwise,
q if x s x ,i jq si j ½ 1 otherwise,
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where x - x denotes the total order on E. Then we havei j
ÏR x m x m x if x ) x ,Ž .23 3 1 2 2 3S S T x sŽ .3 2 3 ½ Ï Ïw xR x m x m x q q R x m x m x if x - x .Ž . Ž .23 3 1 2 13 1 3 2 2 3
It follows that
w xS S T x s q x m x m x q q x m x m xŽ . 123 2 3 12 3 2 1 3 1 2
w x w xq q q x m x m x q q x m x m x .Ž .23 1212 2 3 1 1 3 2
On the other hand, since
Ï Ï Ï ÏT S S x s R s R x s R R x m x m x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 3 2 12 3 12 12 13 1 3 2
we have
w xT S S x s q x m x m x q q x m x m xŽ . Ž .232 3 2 12 3 2 1 2 3 1
w x w xq q x m x m x q q x m x m x .Ž .12 233 1 2 1 3 2
Ž . Ž .Hence we get the desired equality. Finally the case where b x s b x1 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .and b x / x is verified in a similar way. Thus the formula i is2 1
proved.
Ž . Ž .Next we consider the formula ii . In the case where all the b x are thei
same, this follows from the relation T T T Ty1T s T T T T Ty1. In3 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 2
Ž .the case where all the b x are distinct, this follows from the rela-i
Ï Ï Ž . Ž .tion s s s s R s R s s s s . We assume that b x s b x and3 2 3 2 12 23 3 2 3 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .b x / b x . Then we have3 1
S S S Sy1T x s S S S x s T s s x .Ž . Ž . Ž .3 2 3 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 3
On the other hand, we have
T S S S Sy1 x s T T s s Ty1 x s T s s x .Ž . Ž . Ž .3 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 3
Ž . Ž .Hence we get the desired equality. Next assume that b x s b x and1 3
Ž . Ž .b x / b x . Then we have2 1
T S S S Sy1 x s T s s T x m x m x s T T x m x m x .Ž . Ž . Ž .3 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 1 3 3 2 1 3 2
On the other hand, we have
y1 w xS S S S T x s S S S x m x m x q q x m x m xŽ . Ž .123 2 3 2 2 3 2 3 1 2 3 2 1 3
w xs S S x m x m x q q T x m x m xŽ .Ž .123 2 1 3 2 3 2 1 3
w xs s T x m x m x q q s s T x m x m xŽ . Ž .123 2 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 1 3
w xs s T x m x m x q q T x m x m xŽ . Ž .123 2 1 3 2 2 1 3 2
s T T x m x m x .Ž .3 2 1 3 2
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Ž . Ž .Hence we get the desired equality. Finally we assume that b x s b x2 3
Ž . Ž .and b x / b x .l Then in a similar way as above, we can show that both1 2
y1Ž . y1 Ž . Ž .T S S S S x and S S S S T x coincides with T s T x m x m x .3 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 1
Ž .Hence the formula ii holds.
Ž .Finally we consider the formula iii . This case is dealt with almost
Ž .similarly as in the case ii . In fact, the same argument is applied to the
Ž .case where all the b x are the same, or are distinct. Moreover, it is thei
same for the last two cases of the above computation. In the case where
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b x s b x and b x / b x , we see that both of S S S S T x and1 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 2
Ž . 3 Ž . Ž .T S S S S x coincide with T s s x . Thus the formula iii holds, and3 3 2 3 2 3 2 3
the lemma is proved.
Ž .We can now prove the second relation of 3.5.1 .
LEMMA 3.8. Set u s S ??? S . Then the following formulae hold.n 2
Ž .i u T s T u for j s 3, . . . , n.j jy1
Ž . 2 2ii u T s T u .2 n
Ž . y1 y1iii u ˆuˆ T s T u ˆuˆ .2 2
Ž . Ž .2 Ž .2iv uˆ T s T uˆ .2 n
Ž .v T T T T s T T T T .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
Ž .In particular the second relation of 3.5.1 holds.
Ž . < <Proof. First we show i . Note that S T s T S for i y j G 2. Hence byi j j i
Ž .using the relation i in Lemma 3.7, we have
u T s S ??? S S S T S ??? SŽ .j n jq1 j jy1 j jy2 2
s S ??? S T S S S ??? SŽ .n jq1 jy1 j jy1 jy2 2
s T u .jy1
Ž .This proves i .
Ž . < <We show ii . Again we note that S S s S S for i y j G 2. Then wei j j i
have
u 2T s S ??? S S ??? S TŽ . Ž .2 n 2 n 2 2
s S S S ??? S S S S S TŽ . Ž . Ž .n ny1 n 3 4 2 3 2 2
s S S S Sy1 S S S Sy1 ???Ž . Ž .n ny1 n ny1 ny1 ny2 ny1 ny2
??? S S S Sy1 S S S S T .Ž .Ž .4 3 4 3 3 2 3 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now we have S S S S T s T S S S S by applying Lemma 3.7 iii3 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 2
Ž .with j s 3. Then by applying Lemma 3.7 ii , for j s 4, . . . , n successively,
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we see that the last formula is equal to
T S S S Sy1 ??? S S S Sy1 S S S S s T u 2 .Ž .Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n ny1 4 3 4 3 3 2 3 2 n
Ž .This proves ii .
Ž .We show iii . First we note that ˆ commutes with S , . . . , S by3 n
definition. Then we see easily that uy1ˆuˆ T s Sy1ˆ S ˆ T . Similarly2 2 2 2
we have T uy1ˆuˆ s T Sy1ˆ S ˆ . Hence in order to prove the state-2 2 2 2
ment, it is enough to show that
Sy1ˆ S ˆ T s T Sy1ˆ S ˆ . 3.8.1Ž .2 2 2 2 2 2
Ž .We show 3.8.1 . We may consider the case n s 2. Let x s x m x be a1 2
Ž . Ž .basis element in V m V. First assume that b x s b x . Then clearly we1 2
have
Sy1ˆ S ˆ T x s ˆ 2T x s T Sy1ˆ S ˆ x .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Next assume that b x / b x . We write b x s a and b x s b.1 2 1 2
Then we have
Sy1ˆ S ˆ T x s s ˆs ˆ T x s u u T x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2 2 2 a b 2
T Sy1ˆ S ˆ x s T s ˆs ˆ x s T u u x .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2 2 2 2 a b
Ž . Ž .Thus 3.8.1 holds and the assertion iii is proved.
Ž . Ž . Ž .We show iv . By iii and ii , we have
2 22 y1 2 y1uˆ T s u u ˆuˆ T s u T u ˆuˆ s T uˆ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 n
Ž . Ž .We show v . We note that ˆ commutes with T , . . . , T . By using i , we3 n
have
T T T s Ty1 ??? Ty1 uˆ Ty1 ??? Ty1 uˆŽ . Ž .1 2 1 2 n 3 n
2y1 y1 y1 y1s T ??? T T ??? T uˆ .Ž .Ž . Ž .2 n 2 ny1
Ž .Hene by iv , we have
2y1 y1 y1 y1T T T T s T ??? T T ??? T T uˆ . 3.8.2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 2 n 2 ny1 n
Ž .On the other hand, again by using i , we have
T T T T s Ty1 ??? Ty1 uˆ Ty1 ??? Ty1 uˆŽ . Ž .2 1 2 1 3 n 3 n
2y1 y1 y1 y1s T ??? T T ??? T uˆ . 3.8.3Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .3 n 2 ny1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .In view of 3.8.2 and 3.8.3 , the proof of v is reduced to showing the
following formula, which is easily obtained by using the standard argument
Ž w x.on the generators of H see ATY, Lemma 2.3 :n
Ty1 ??? Ty1 Ty1 ??? Ty1 T s Ty1 ??? Ty1 Ty1 ??? Ty1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 n 2 ny1 n 3 n 2 ny1
Ž .This shows v , and the lemma is now proved.
Finally we show
LEMMA 3.9. For each j G 3, we ha¤e T T s T T . Hence the third1 j j 1
Ž .relation of 3.5.1 holds.
Ž .Proof. By using i , we have
T T s Ty1 ??? Ty1uˆ T1 j 2 n j
s Ty1 ??? Ty1T uˆ2 n jy1
s Ty1 ??? Ty1 Ty1T Ty1 ??? Ty1uˆŽ .2 jy1 j jy1 jq1 n
s Ty1 ??? Ty1 T Ty1 Ty1 ??? Ty1uˆŽ .2 jy2 j jy1 j n
s T T .j 1
The lemma is proved.
Theorem 3.2 is now proved by Lemma 3.6, Lemma 3.8, and Lemma 3.9.
Ž .Remark 3.10. i For the construction of the representation of H onn, r
mn w xV , no properties established in AK are required. We do not need to
assume that H is semisimple nor dim H is finite. In fact, the construc-n, r n, r
tion proceeds by just using the description of H in terms of generatorsn, r
and relations. In the beginning of 3.1, it was used that H is isomorphic ton
w xthe Hecke algebra of type A . This was proved in AK . But for theny1
construction of our representation, this is not essential. One can define
Ž .T s s a for i G 2 as in 3.1. Then it satisfies the last two conditions ini i
Ž . w x2.3.1 by Jimbo J , which is enough for our later discussion.
Ž .ii The construction of the representation of H works in a moren, r
w y1 xgeneral setting. Let R s Z q, q , u , . . . , u . We denote by V the R-1 r R
 4lattice of V spanned by the basis E s ¤ , . . . , ¤ . The algebra H has an1 m n, r
R-structure, H s K m H , where H is the R-algebra generated byn, r R R R
Ž . Ž .a , . . . , a subject to the conditions in 2.3.1 . The quantum group U g1 n q
also has the Kostant form U which acts on V mn. Then the previousq, R R
arguments can be applied to this setting, and one gets a representation of
H on V mn commuting with the actions of U . We now consider anR R q, R
integral domain RX, with elements uX , . . . , uX g RX and an invertible ele-1 r
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ment qX g RX. By the specialization, u ‹ uX , q ‹ qX, we can consider thei i
algebras H X s RX m H , U X s RX m U , and the representation ofR R R q, R R q, R
U X on V X s RX m V . Then clearly we have an action of H X on V Xmnq, R R R R R R
w xXcommuting with the action of U . This is the situation considered in A .q, R
Ž .4. SCHUR]WEYL RECIPROCITY FOR H AND U gn, r q
In this section, we prove the Schur]Weyl reciprocity for the H mn, r
Ž . mnU g -module V .q
Ž . Ž Ž ..THEOREM 4.1. s H and r U g are mutually the full centralizern, r q
Ž . mnalgebras of each other. Moreo¤er, the H m U g -module V is decom-n, r q
posed as
V mn s Z m V . 4.1.1Ž .[ l l
lgL m , . . . , m1 r
The theorem will be proved in 4.8 after some preliminaries. First we
prepare some lemmas.
LEMMA 4.2. Let l g L . Then V mn contains an irreducible H -m , . . . , m n, r1 r
Ž .module isomorphic to Z , consisting of highest weight ¤ectors of U g withl q
highest weight l .
Proof. First we consider the case where r s 1. Note that in this case
H is identified with H since a s u ? 1. Then the subalgebra T isn,1 n 1 1 n, 1
nothing but the subalgebra of H generated by tX s a2 , tX s a a2 a , . . . ,n 2 2 3 3 2 3
tX s a tX a .n n ny1 n
Žw x. Ž . mnBy Jimbo J , it is known that the H m U gl -module V is decom-n q m
posed as
V mn s Z m V , 4.2.1Ž .[ l l
lgL m
Ž .where L is the set of Young diagrams l of size n with l l F m, and Vm l
Ž . Ž . Žresp. Z is the irreducible U gl -module with highest weight l resp.l q m
.the irreducible H -module corresponding to l , respectively.n
Ž .Now by the decomposition 4.2.1 , for each l g L one can find anm
irreducible H -module Z consisting of highest weight vectors for V . Letn, 1 l l
Ž .S be a standard tableau of type l. Then by applying Corollary 2.6 i , we
X X Ž .can find a common eigenvector ¤ for t , . . . , t satisfying 2.3.2 which is aS 2 n
highest weight vector for V .l
Ž .We now return to the general setting. In view of Corollary 2.6 ii , to
prove the lemma it is enough to show the existence of a common
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eigenvector ¤ for some S of shape l , which is also a highest weightS
Ž Ž1. Ž r .. < Ž i. <vector for V . We choose S s S , . . . , S as follows: set n s l andl i
p s n q ??? n for i s 1, . . . , r. Also we set p s 0. We define S Ž i. byi i r rq1
filling n numbers p q 1 - p q 2 - ??? - p in the boxes in lŽ i.,i iq1 iq1 i
first to all the entries of the first row, and then to all the entries of the
second row, and so on, in increasing order. We consider the action of
Ž . mni Ž i.H m U gl on V . The standard tableau S obviously determines an q m ii i Ž i.  4standard tableau S of type l with numbers 1, . . . , n . Hence by thei
previous argument, one can find a common eigenvector w g V mni fori i
X X Ž .t , . . . , t g T satisfying 2.3.2 with respect to w , which is also a2 n n , 1 Si i
highest weight vector for V Ž i.. We now setl
¤ s w m w m ??? m w g V mnr m V mnry 1 m ??? m V mn1 .S r ry1 1 r ry1 1
Since w is a highest weight vector of V Ž i., ¤ is a highest weight vector ofi l S
V s V Ž r . m ??? m V Ž1.. We shall show that ¤ is a common eigenvector forl l l S
Ž .t , . . . , t with eigenvalues as in the right hand side of 2.3.2 , which is1 n
equivalent to the following statement.
Ž .4.2.2 . Assume that p - j F p . Then we havekq1 k
t ¤ s u q2 c¤ with c s c S Žk . ; j y p .Ž .j S k S kq1
Ž .By Corollary 2.6 ii and by the commutativity of the actions of H andn, r
Ž . Ž .U g , the proof of the lemma is reduced to showing 4.2.2 . We showq
Ž .4.2.2 . Assume that p - j F p , and set p s p, p s q. Now t ¤kq1 k kq1 k j S
can be written as
t ¤ s Ty1 ??? Ty1S ??? S ˆ T ??? T ¤ .j S jq1 n n 2 2 j S
First we note that
T ??? T ¤ g V mnr m ??? m V mn1 . 4.2.3Ž .pq1 j S r 1
Let x s x m ??? m x be a basis element of V mn occurring in the expres-1 n
sion of T ??? T ¤ . Then x g V , and x ) x for all i - p. Moreoverpq1 j S p k i p
we have x f V for i - p. This implies thati k
T ??? T x s x m x m ??? m x m x m ??? m x .Ž .2 p p 1 py1 pq1 n
Ž .and we see that S ??? S ˆ T ??? T x s u x. It follows thatp 2 2 p k
t ¤ s u Ty1 ??? Ty1S ??? S T ??? T ¤ .j S k jq1 n n pq1 pq1 j S
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On the other hand we have
S ??? S T ??? T ¤ g V mnr m ??? m V mn1 .q pq1 pq1 j S r 1
Let y s y m ??? m y be a basis element of V mn occurring in the expres-1 n
sion of S ??? S T ??? T ¤ . Then we see that y g V , y f V for allq pq1 pq1 j S q k i k
i ) q. Moreover, y - y for all i ) q. This implies, by a similar argumenti q
y1 y1 Ž .as above, that we have T ??? T S ??? S y s y. Henceqq1 n n qq1
t ¤ s u Ty1 ??? Ty1S ??? S T ??? T ¤ .j S k jq1 q q pq1 pq1 j S
Ž .Now by 4.2.3 we see that S , . . . , S acts successively on T ??? T ¤pq1 q pq1 j S
by T ??? T . Hence we havepq1 q
t ¤ s u T ??? T T ??? T ¤ .j S k j pq1 pq1 j S
But T ??? T T ??? T ¤ coincides with w m ??? m wX m ??? m w ,j pq1 pq1 j S r k 1
where wX s tX w . Now by the definition of w , we have wX s q2 c w withk jyp k k k k
Ž Žk . . 2 c Ž .c s c S ; j y p . It follows that t ¤ s u q ¤ . This implies 4.2.2 , andj S k S
so the lemma is proved.
4.3. Next we shall compute the multiplicity of V in V mn. We performl
Ž .this by considering the restriction of U g to a smaller subalgebra. So,q
X Ž . Xassume that m ) 1, and let g s gl [ ??? [ gl [ gl . We regard gr m m y1 11 r
as a subalgebra of g by letting gl be a subalgebra of gl correspond-m y1 mr r
ing to the basis ¤ Ž r ., . . . , ¤ Ž r . , and gl to be that corresponding to ¤ Ž r .. For1 m y1 1 mr r
l g L and m g L , we define a relation m $ l by them , . . . , m m , . . . , m y1, 11 r 1 r
Ž Ž1. Ž r .. Ž Ž1. Ž r . Ž rq1..following condition: let l s l , . . . , l and m s m , . . . , m , m .
Then lŽ i. s mŽ i. for i s 1, . . . , r y 1 and
lŽ r . G mŽ r . G ??? G lŽ r . G mŽ r . G lŽ r . , 4.3.1Ž .1 1 m y1 m y1 mr r r
Ž r . Ž Ž r . Ž r . Ž r . . Ž Ž r . Ž Ž r . Ž r .where l s l G l G ??? G l G 0 resp. m s m G m G ???1 2 m 1 2rŽ r . .. Ž Ž r .. ŽG m G 0 is a partition with l l F m resp. a partition withm y1 rr
Ž Ž r .. .l m F m y 1 .r
< < < < Ž Ž rq1..Note that we have l s m s n, and l m F 1. Moreover the
Ž . < Ž r . < < Ž r . < Ž rq1.condition 4.3.1 implies that m F l . Hence m is determined
uniquely once mŽ1., . . . , mŽ r . is determined as above.
Ž X. Ž .Now U g is regarded as a subalgebra of U g . The following lemmaq q
Ž X.describes the restriction of V to U g -submodules.l q
LEMMA 4.4. Let l g L . Then we ha¤em , . . . , m1 r
< XV s V .[U Žg .l mq
m$l
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Proof. This lemma seems to be well known. But since we could not find
an appropriate reference for it, we give a proof below. The lemma is easily
reduced to the case where r s 1. So we consider the subalgebra gl [ glmy 1 1
Ž . Ž .of gl . Then U gl is a subalgebra of U gl . For a partitionm q my1 q m
Ž . Ž . X Ž X Xl s l G ??? G l G 0 with l l F m and for l s l G ??? G l G1 m 1 my1
. Ž X . X0 with l l F m y 1, we define a relation l $ l by a similar formula as
Ž . Ž .4.3.1 . Let V be an irreducible U gl -module. Then the restriction ofl q m
Ž .V to U gl is described by the branching rule due tol q my 1
w xUeno]Takebayashi]Shibukawa UTS as follows:
< XV s V .[U Ž g l .l lq my1 X
l $l
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence the restriction to U gl [ gl s U gl m U gl is given asq my1 1 q my1 q 1
< X YV s V m V ,[U Ž g l [g l .l l lq my1 1 X
l $l
Ž . YYwhere V , K is an irreducible U gl -module with weight l which isl q 1
X < <determined uniquely from l . Now assume that l g L , i.e., l s n andm
Ž . mnl l F m. Then V occurs in V . It follows that the highest weightl
Ž X Y . < X < < Y < Ž Y .X Ym s l , l of V s V m V should satisfy l q l s n. Since l l F 1,m l l
this condition determines uniquely lY, and actually the condition lX $ l is
Ž .equivalent to the condition m $ l , where l s l , 1-tuple partition. Thus
the lemma is proved.
Ž .For l g L resp. m g L , we denote by mult Vm , . . . , m m , . . . , m y1, 1 l1 r 1 r
Ž . Ž . mnresp. mult V the multiplicity of V resp. V in V . As a corollary tom l m
Lemma 4.4, we have the following.
COROLLARY 4.5. For m g L , we ha¤em , . . . , m y1, 11 r
mult V s mult V .Ým l
l%m
Recall that Z is an irreducible W -module corresponding to l . Wel n, r
now prove
PROPOSITION 4.6. For each l g L , we ha¤em , . . . , m1 r
mult V s dim Z .l C l
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Proof. First we note the following formula. For m g L , letm , . . . , m y1, 11 r
Z be an irreducible W -module. Then we havem n, rq1
dim Z s dim Z . 4.6.1Ž .Ým l
l%m
In fact, under the setting in 2.7, we can consider the restriction of
XŽ . Ž .U g -module V to U g . Then the discussion in Lemma 4.4 can bel
applied also for this case, and we have a similar formula as Corollary 4.5
with respect to mult V and mult V , where mult V stands for the multi-l m l
mnplicity of V in V . But by Proposition 2.8, we know that mult V sl l
Ž .dim Z , and mult V s dim Z . This implies 4.6.1 .l m m
We prove the proposition by induction on the semisimple rank of g , i.e.,
r Ž .on M s Ý m y 1 . First assume that M s 0. Then m s ??? s m s 1is1 i 1 r
Ž Ž1. Ž r .. Ž Ž i.. Ž i.and l s l , . . . , l , with l l F 1. Hence each l can be identified
with a non-negative integer. Now dim V s 1 and mult V coincides withl l
the dimension of the weight space in V mn for the weight l . It follows that
r Ž i.mult V s n!rŁ l !, which is equal to dim Z . Next we consider thel is1 l
case where g is not a Cartan subalgebra of gl . Then there exists some km
such that m ) 1. Clearly we may assume that k s r. Let gX be as in 4.3.k
Now for a given l g L , choose m g L such that m $ lm , . . . , m m , . . . , m y1, 11 r 1 rŽ r . Ž r . Ž rq1. Ž Ž r . .by m s l for i s 1, . . . , m y 1 and m s l , one part partition.i i r m rX X Ž r . Ž X.Ž r .Then for l g L , the condition m $ l implies that l F lm , . . . , m1 r Ž i. Ž X.Ž i.with respect to the usual partial order of weights, and l s l for
X ŽŽ X .Ž1. Ž X.Ž r ..i s 1, . . . , r y 1, where l s l , . . . , l . Now by induction hypothe-
sis, we may assume that mult V s dim Z for m g L . Bym m m , . . . , m y1, 11 r
Ž .Corollary 4.5 and 4.6.1 together with the above remark, we have
X Xmult V s dim Z , 4.6.2Ž .Ý Ýl l
X Xm$l m$l
Here we may assume, by backward induction on the partial order of
X XŽ r .Ž . X Xweights l , that mult V s dim Z for any l / l occurring in thel l
Ž .expression of 4.6.2 . This implies that mult V s dim Z as asserted. Thel l
proposition is now proved.
Ž .Remark 4.7. In the above proof, the formula 4.6.1 was deduced from
Ž .Proposition 2.8. However, 4.6.1 can be formulated in terms of the
Ž .combinatorics of Young diagrams. Then it is possible to prove 4.6.1
directly in a framework of colored Young diagrams.
4.8. We shall prove Theorem 4.1. Let A s End V mn. Then V mn isU Žg .q
Ž .decomposed as an A m U g -module,q
mn ÃV s Z m V ,[ l l
lgL m , . . . , m1 r
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Ãwhere Z is an irreducible A-module corresponding to l . Since the actionl
mn Ž . Ž .of H on V commutes with U g , we have s H : A. By Lemman, r q n, r
Ã4.2, Z contains Z as an H -submodule. By Proposition 4.6, we havel l n, r
Ã w xdim Z s mult V s dim Z . But it is known by Ariki and Koke AK thatl l l
Ãdim Z s dim Z . Hence Z s Z and we obtain the decompositionl l l l
Ž . Ž .4.1.1 . It is then clear that A coincides with s H . The fact thatn, r
Ž Ž ..r U g is the full centralizer algebra of H also follows from this. Theq n, r
theorem is proved.
Ž .4.9. It is known that any finite dimensional representation of U g isq
Ž w x.completely reducible see, e.g., L . A finite dimensional representation of
Ž . mnU g is said to be of level n if each irreducible component occurs in V .q
Now the following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 if
one notices that any irreducible representation of H is obtained as Zn, r l
for l g L if m G n for i s 1, . . . , r.m , . . . , m i1 r
COROLLARY 4.10. There exists a functor F from the category of finite
dimensional right H -modules to the category of finite dimensional leftn, r
Ž .U g -modules of le¤el n defined as follows. For an H -module M, letq n, r
F M s M m V mn ,Ž . Hn , r
Ž . mnequipped with a U g -module structure induced from that of V .q
If m G n for i s 1, . . . , r, F gi¤es rise to an equi¤alence of categories.i
5. SEMISIMPLICITY OF Hn, r
w x5.1. The semisimplicity of H was established in AK . In that paper,n, r
they constructed all the irreducible representations of H , and showedn, r
that dim H coincides with the sum of squares of their dimensions. Then, r
< <semisimplicity of H and the fact that dim H s W are derived fromn, r n, r n, r
this. In this section, we shall show these two facts by making use of the
representation of H on V mn, without referring to individual representa-n, r
tions.
In order to avoid the confusion, we want to clarify the setting in this
section. The main result in the previous section relies on the results of
w xAK . However, the results in this section are only based on the construc-
mn Ž .tion of representations of H on V . As explained in Remark 3.10 i ,n, r
w x Žthis construction is independent from AK . Strictly speaking, we use the
w xfact that dim H is finite, which was shown in AK by a direct computa-n, r
.tion from the definition of H without using the representation theory.n, r
We also note that the results in Section 4 are not used in this section,
except Proposition 4.6, which is derived just by using the representation
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theory of quantum groups and that of W , independently from then, r
discussion on H .n, r
w y1 x Ž .5.2. Let R s Z q, q , u , . . . , u . As discussed in Remark 3.10 ii ,1 r
we consider the action of H on V mn, which we also denote by s . LetR R
Ž . Ž .w : R “ C be a specialization homomorphism defined by w q s 1, w u si
i mn mnz for i s 1, . . . , r. Then C m V , V , and the action of 1 m aR , w R i
mn mnŽ .a g H on C m V coincides with the action of s g W on V .i R R R i n, r
Ž .For each w g W , we fix a not necessarily reduced expression w sn, r
s s ??? s by generators s , . . . , s , and set a s a a ??? a . Then wei i i 1 n w i i i1 2 q 1 2 q
have the following proposition.
 4PROPOSITION 5.3. The elements a g H N w g W are linearly inde-w R n, r
 4pendent o¤er R. In particular, 1 m a g H form a K-basis of H andw n, r n, r
< <dim H s W .K n, r n, r
Proof. Let us choose integers m , . . . , m such that m G n for i s1 r i
1, . . . , r. We consider the representation of H on V mn and that of W onR R n, r
mnV . We note that the representation s is faithful since all the irreducible
mnrepresentations of W occur in V by Proposition 2.8. In order to shown, r
Ž .the first assertion of the proposition, we have only to show that s a arew
linearly independent operators on V mn. We show this by using a specializa-R
w xtion argument. Let us define R for i s 1, . . . , r by R s C u , . . . , u . Wei i 1 i
also put R s R and R s C. Then we have a sequence of specializa-rq1 0
tions,
w w w wrq1 r 2 1
R s R “ R “ ??? “ R “ C,rq1 r 1
w xwhere w : R s R u “ R is the R -homomorphism given byi i iy1 i iy1 iy1
Ž . i Ž .w u s z for i F r and w : R “ R is given by w q s 1. Wei i rq1 r rq1
denote by aŽ i. the operator on V mn induced by the specialization V mn ,w R Ri imn Ž rq1. Ž0.Ž . Ž .R m V . Here a s s a and a s s w . Therefore the firsti R R w w w
assertion of the proposition follows from the following.
Ž .5.3.1 . The elements
Žk .a w g W 4w n , r
are linearly independent over R for k s 0, . . . , r q 1.k
Ž .We show 5.3.1 by induction on k. This certainly holds for k s 0 since
Ž .s is faithful. Let k G 1 and assume that 5.3.1 holds for k y 1. Suppose
that aŽk . are linearly dependent over R . Then we have a linear relationw k
Žk . w xÝc a s 0 with c g R s R u . Here we may assume that some cw w w k ky1 k w
is not divisible by u y z k. But this relation yields, by the specializationk
Ž k . Žky1.w : R “ R , a relation Ýc z a s 0. Hence by our assumption,k k ky1 w w
Ž k .we have c z s 0 for all w g W . It follows that c is divisible byw n, r w
u y z k which contradicts our choice of c . The last step R “ R is donek w r
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Ž .similarly. This proves 5.3.1 and the first assertion of the proposition
follows.
w xWe show the second assertion. It is known by AK, Proposition 3.4 that
 4there exist elements a N w g W which generate H as an R-module.w n, r R
Hence, in view of the above discussion, these elements form an R-free
< <  4basis of H . Therefore dim H s W , and any choice of 1 m a formsR n, r n, r w
a K-basis of H . This proves the second assertion.n, r
We can now state
Ž .THEOREM 5.4. Let U g be as in Section 3. Assume that m G n forq i
i s 1, . . . , r. Then H is isomorphic to End V mn. In particular, H isn, r U Žg . n, rq
semisimple.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 5.3 that s : H “ End V mn isn, r K
Ž . mninjective. It is clear that s H is contained in End V . We shalln, r U Žg .q
compute the dimension of End V mn. By Proposition 4.6, we see thatU Žg .q
2mndim End V s dim Z . 5.4.1Ž .Ž .ÝU Žg . lq
lgL m , . . . , m1 r
Ž .On the other hand, it follows from Proposition 2.8 that s CW sn, r
mn mnEnd V , and the dimension of End V is also given by the rightUŽg . UŽg .
mnŽ .hand side of 5.4.1 . Since s is faithful, we see that dim End V sU Žg .q
< < < <W . Since dim H s W by Proposition 5.3, we haven, r n, r n, r
H , s H s End V mn ,Ž .n , r n , r U Žg .q
and so H is semisimple. This proves the theorem.n, r
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